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One Life, Many Opportunities
Supporting the transformation of the lives of vulnerable and
disadvantaged young people.

Welcome
The Tim Henman Foundation is a youth charity with the mission
of transforming the lives of vulnerable and disadvantaged young
people by improving mental as well as physical health and creating
sporting and educational opportunities together with our partners.
“In a time where so many people have struggled through
Covid, our work to transform the lives of vulnerable and
disadvantaged young people has never been so important.
I feel our focus on improving mental as well as physical
health and creating sporting and educational opportunities
is exactly what so many youngsters need right now.
Thank you to our supporters over the last year
who have made that happen”.
Tim Henman OBE
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Overview

1.3m

During 2021-22 and as we move into 2023, we find ourselves in a
situation where many disadvantaged and vulnerable young people
are trying to play catch up following the pandemic and now, after
not much respite, are struggling with a cost of living crisis.
It is clear that the Covid pandemic had a
negative effect on young people, especially
on some children’s mental health.
Schools were closed, and even after
they reopened, external providers
were unable to go in. With community
settings also suffering, children’s
opportunities were all too often put on
pause and their prospects halted.
This didn’t happen across the board.
80% of 6-17 year olds reported they were
happy or okay with their mental health
and wellbeing during the pandemic.
Certain groups, however, struggled more
than others, with disadvantaged young
people and those with special educational

needs and disabilities more likely to report
that they had experienced difficulties.
THF delivers programmes that directly
targets these groups, and offers support
to make sure they are in a healthier and
happier position coming out of Covid.
We have already seen those eligible for
free school meals have increased by 2.8%
since 2020, and now with inflation at its
highest point since the 1970’s and a cost of
living crisis upon us, 1.3m more people are
estimated to fall into poverty by April 2023.
It is our job to keep supporting those
who need our support the most
through these difficult times.
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The Foundation
In the second half of 2021 we carried out a review to refine the
Foundation’s activities and ensure we are making the highest possible
impact. Health, sport and education remain our core values.
We confirmed our charitable objectives
and the purpose of the Foundation as
the relief of young people and their
families who are disadvantaged by
poverty, disability or who are suffering
from ill health in particular by creating
sporting and educational opportunities
to advance their health and wellbeing.
One of the main goals following our review
is to shift the balance from being purely a
grant-giver to more of a service-provider.
This is because we know communities and
community organisations need immediate
and direct support, and we need to be
able to act quickly and appropriately.

Health
We understand how important
physical and mental health is to
young people’s wellbeing.

Sport
We believe in the
power of sport and
the benefits that
it brings to young
people.

Education
We value
education and
how it enriches
and enhances
young people’s
lives.

Currently, 23% of our programmes are
‘service-provision’ programmes, and
we aim to increase this into 2022-23.

This partnership has
already increased
the Tim Henman
Foundation capacity by

29%
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In 2021-22 The Tim Henman Foundation formed
a strategic partnership with Performance Plus
Sport UK (PPS) because of their shared mission
and connected charitable objectives.
This partnership enables THF to increase its
capacity to reach and support more young
people.
Figure based on funds raised, funds spent, programmes
delivered and total reach.

Fundraising Summary
The country has come out of the unprecedented
experience of the Covid pandemic and now
people everywhere are struggling with the cost
of living. It is no surprise that charities have seen
a sharp rise in demand for services and support.

62

small charities have
%ofexperienced
increased demand

for their services since March
2021. In addition, the average number of
people charities support each week has risen
by 187% since the start of the pandemic.

THF is no different, and for 2022-23 the
trustees agreed to use some of our surplus
reserves and increase our charitable
activity by 15% compared to last year in
response to such demands and the need
for support.

Thanks to our loya
l
suppor ters we ha
ve
been able to incr
ease
our fundraising by

32%

much they give and to whom - 78% of those
who are struggling have reined in their giving.
Even the wealthiest people in Britain cut their
typical donation to charity by more than a fifth
in the years preceding the pandemic.
After a drop in income in 2021 during the
pandemic, but thanks to the loyal support from
our supporters, we have been able to increase
our fundraising during 2021-22 by 32%.*

An estimated 4.9 million fewer people in
the UK gave to charity in 2022 than the
previous year.

But the outlook moving forward isn’t much
easier for charities. Around one in eight (13%)
respondents were considering cutting back on
donations in the next six months while one in
12 (8%) said they had already chosen not to
make a one-off donation in March to
May 2022.

To help manage their own bills, those who feel
worse off are being more judicious about how

Thanks to good governance from THF over
the years, we have the reserves to cope.

But unfortunately, on the whole charities
have seen a drop in donations.

40%

General donations

37%

ProAm Tennis Tournament

17%
Finding Your Spark Campaign

5%
2 x Tennis Masterclasses

Tennis Masterclass

0.4%

Amazon Smile, Easy Fundraising, Third
Party (0.2%) Feeding Your Spark (0.2%)

*Financial year in 2021 was 8 months due to a change in year-end date.
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Thank you to
all those who
donated to THF
in memory of
Graham Carter

This year we ran our second digital campaign
#FindingYourSpark - raising money for young
people experiencing poverty. Thank you to
all those who donated and helped us to raise
an amazing £49,526.25

Thank you everyone who came to the ProAm in June 2022, together we raised an incredible £93,877.25

Where does the fundraising go?

68

%

Charitable
Activity
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15

%

Fundraising
For every £1 we spend on
fundraising, we raise £6.15

17

%

Admin &
Governance

What we do
Whilst refining our activities with the aim
of making the highest impact, in line with
our values and identifying genuine needs we deliver the following programmes:

Partner
Programmes
Activit y-based
sports programmes
delivered directly to
areas of deprivation
with communit y-led
par tners creating
regular opportunities to
par ticipate and progress.

728,000
number of young people who are NEET (not
in education, employment or training)

Bespoke
Programmes
Offering specific and
specialist support for
deserving and in need
young people.

£581

extra monthly costs
for families of disabled
children

Special
Needs
Programmes

46

%

of young people are
less likely to take
up sport if they are
from a disadvantaged
background

Mentoring Programmes

Providing collaborative
& meaningful funding
to specialist partners
who are suppor ting
profoundly disabled & life
limited youngsters.

We also provide mentorship workshops that enhance
experiences and educate on areas in and around mental
health, and individual mentoring to provide positive
guidance to those we support.

21

%

of young people from poor
backgrounds don’t have
positive role models
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How we do it
We form collaborative relationships
with partners to deliver high-impact
programmes. We have a set of criteria
to ensure we only work with the most
effective partners and inspirational
coaches, teachers, mentors so we can
support their work and reach the young
people who need our support the most.
We work in the bottom 26% most deprived local areas
and the bottom 17% most deprived local authorities.
Schools that have Free School Meal rates above the
National average. (22.5% in June 2022).
* Using the Indices of Deprivation model and ONS data.

We target o
ur support
to areas wh
ere 40%
or more are
living in
poverty.

40%

Chestnut School, Croydon
hool in Croydon has
Chestnut Park primary sc
tes of 41%.
high free school meal ra

“I would say that we
have the children
hooked on the
game of tennis!”
Head Coach of MDL

L
Youth Start scheme and MD
In partnership with the LTA
ss 12
ramme was delivered acro
Coaching, our tennis prog
ts in
ke
rac
dents, literally putting
weeks reaching all 592 stu
n offered funded Easter
the
We
.
ild
ch
y
er
ev
of
s
nd
the ha
ots
ing 180 places (100% of sp
camps where an astonish
within 2 hours!
offered) were snapped up
on
to offer a lunch-time sessi
ed
nu
nti
co
we
g,
tin
res
ut
Witho
.
ntinue their tennis journey
for those who wanted to co

A few of our current partners include:
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Our Impact
We believe that Impact is partly ‘what has happened’, but
more importantly it is ‘what difference it has made’.

6093
17

partner
programmes

28

bespoke
programmes

young
people
reached in
2021-2022

51 36
programmes
delivered

6

special needs
programmes

partners
worked with

£183K

+

total spend on programmes*

* The total spent includes payments that were reported on (and in some cases paid) last year, but were delivered this year.
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How the money was spent:
1764 hours of sports
coaching delivered

25
%
10
%
11
%
9

%

122 items of equipment
purchased
69 hours of facilities hired for
programmes to take place
638 funded trips to allow
easier access to sport

sports coaching

2625 funded sports
sessions
18 funded courses/
qualifications
223 hours of paid work
experience for young coaches
36 funded extra-curricular
educational courses or
equipment items

equipment costs

4 partly-funded school
fees granted
362 individual coaching
sessions
193 specialist performance
services provided
116 one-on-one mentor
meetings facilitated

scholarships/school fees

60 specialist equipment items
purchased
558 specialist/alternative/
inclusive sessions provided
3 teacher training
sessions delivered

specialist inclusive sessions

2 facility funding projects
completed

0%
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5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

Partner Programmes
Community Activity Programmes
Creating sustainable activity for young people so
they can experience the benefits of sport.
Providing coaching delivery, associated equipment,
teacher/coach training, progression into further
opportunities.

Delivering to
schools
with free sc
hool meals
rates of 31%
Average ag
e: 11

£11

per person

Brick Lane Boxing Club
The THF funding ripped up the
financial barrier to participation
in the activity programme with
Brick Lane amateur boxing club.
Tower Hamlets is the 27th most deprived
local authority in England (bottom 9%). They
had to charge a £20 monthly fee to cover
facility hire, coaching costs and equipment - a fee many parents couldn’t meet.
The funding makes the programme free and accessible.
* We did offer an optional £10/month fee, but only 9 out of 29
felt they could commit to this - highlighting the need.

Ukranian
Refugees
When the war in Ukraine started, so
many British people responded by
taking families into their homes.
The Oxfordshire village of Brightwellcum-Sotwell was no different, and THF
joined them to deliver a series of summer
holiday camps to allow their children to find
some activity and happiness in their lives.
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A PPS DELIVERED
PROGRAMME

Group Advancement Programmes
These programmes support groups of young
people who want to advance, but need funding for
additional training and coaching, with coaches who
are looking to further their experience, gain more
work and become more qualified.
80% of partners we work with would not be able to
cover the costs for the young people who cannot pay
to take part.
60% say “they would if they could”, but it would be
“unfair on other fee-paying participants” and it would
“put their organisation at risk”.
This doesn’t leave much room for youngsters who
want to take part, but can’t afford it.
Our support targets these people to allow them to
make the most out of themselves through sport.

Programme
s delivered
in the botto
m 28%
most depri
ved local
authorities
in England

£194

per person

“The funding is a big help to our Club.
For our volunteers it’s helped them
gain qualifications which means as a
club we are able to be more flexible &
supportive for each other & club users.
For the club users the funding means
they are able to come regularly with
no stress or worry where they may not
have before due to affordability”.
Head Coach, Balham Boxing Club

Our support targets the young people who
need it most, to allow them to make the
most out of themselves through sport.
12 | Tim Henman Foundation Impact Report 2021-2022

Bespoke Programmes
Scholarships
Providing a first class education at Reed’s School for young
people at risk. Founded in 1813 as the London Orphan
Asylum, the Andrew Reed Foundation (at Reed’s School) is
committed to providing educational and pastoral support
for vulnerable children who have lost the support of
one or both parents. These children have suffered from
parental deaths, abandonment, abuse, and parental
health issues, physical or mental. They each have the
ability, but unfortunately not the means, to overcome
these childhood traumas.

We ha
ve
years o funded 7
f scho
ol
8 stud
ents to ing for
at
Reed’s
Schoo tend
l

£5000

per pe
rson, p
er yea
r

“We are extremely grateful to the Tim Henman
Foundation, through their direct support of
pupils at Reed’s - they are helping to give these
children an opportunity for a future they never
could have hoped for.”
Tim henman (pictured
to the right as a child)
attended Reed’s School
on a Tennis Scholarship.

Opportunity Fund
Our Opportunity Fund provides small
grants to parents/carers for their children to
access extra-curricular activities, equipment,
kit and extra tuition - basically any individual item
that will enhance a child’s life. We target students
who are receiving free school meals, those who are
just above the criteria (but still need support) and those
who are on the special educational needs and disabilities
register (because families of these children face, on
average, additional costs of £581 per month).

Funding sp
orting
and educati
onal
opportunit
ies
Average ag
e: 14

£375

With our last round of funding with GLF Schools we
per person
supported 16 students with small-grants of between
£300 and £500. The majority of parents told us that
the cost of living crisis has had a “maximum impact” on
them, and when asked if they would have been able
to cover these costs themselves, they all said “no, definitely not”. All parents also
agreed that for children to achieve their long-term goals and aspirations, they not only
“need a positive attitude”, but “support along the way”.
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On average
, our
support pro
grammes
are funding
60% of an
athletes tota
l expenses

A PPS DELIVERED
PROGRAMME

£2066

Individual Advancement Programmes
These programmes provide support for aspiring
athletes who have a positive attitude and winning
mindset but need extra support to overcome
barriers and progress to an elite/professional level.

per person

If our support wasn’t in place to support aspiring
athletes, the situation would be worse:
• 54% say their pursuit of elite sport
wouldn’t be possible.
• 31% say they could have found the
funding, but it would have put increased
pressure on them and their family.
• 15% say they would borrow money - and for
athletes of 20 years of age this is not healthy.
We are proud to say that 4 of the athletes we have
supported for an average 2.5 years have all now been
awarded places at university.

“As Daevonté’s parent
and sole provider I am
extremely thankful and
with utmost gratitude
for all the support
not just financially
however providing the
communication where
Daevonté was able to feel he could
and did talk to not only his mentor but
I would like to recognise you for being
there. I was diagnosed with cancer in
October 2021 and it was a real blow to
us as a family as his mother Daevonté
has shown himself responsible and has
studied so hard despite my diagnosis.
Thank you so much for everything.”

Having supported
Khaled for 4 years
now, he has had a
breakthrough year
winning his first 3
professional fights.

Two boxers taking
an amateur route
before hoping to
turn professional
in the future are
Billy and Patris. In
the summer they
were both selected by England
boxing on the performance pathway.

“I want to thank you for your continued support. It has really been a
game changer in allowing me to invest in myself and explore avenues
which otherwise would have been much more difficult to access”.
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Coaching the
THF funded
boxing activity
programme
on Saturday
mornings in
Tower Hamlets.

Our support
will
progress pa
rticipants
40% along
their
career path

A PPS DELIVERED
PROGRAMME

£918

Career Path Programmes
Training and educational opportunities to
support a pathway to employability.

per person

We have helped Khaled into paid employment
within the financial sector. A big thank you to his
mentor Finn who worked hard alongside Khaled on his CV and interview
skills, as well as arranging valuable work experience at his workplace.

Jose is now a qualified gym instructor having
left prison desperate for an opportunity.
“I would recommend joining if you have a passion for going
to the gym, being fit and gaining great knowledge. They have
a great team and the people have been very supportive. I
couldn’t have worked with anyone better within the team. I am
grateful I was able to do this course and the funding for it.”

Ethnicity across Individual Advanced and Career Path Programmes

14

%

Asian

38

%

Black

5

%

Mixed

19 24
%

Other

%

White
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Special Needs Programmes
Special Grants
Our Special Grants provide greater financial support for
areas of need within hospices and special schools. These
grants focus on neurodisabilities (ataxia telangiectasia,
muscular, cardiac conditions) and physical disabilities
(sensory impairments and learning disabilities).
Only 6% of adults with learning disabilities are in paid
employment. We believe that students with profound
disabilities should be an integral part of the local community
and that high quality, meaningful careers and enterprise
education will best prepare them for the world of work.
Research from the Education and Employers Taskforce has
shown that young people who have four or more meaningful
encounters with an employer are 86% less likely to be
unemployed or not in education and training.

Inclusive Activity Programmes
Creating opportunities for students with
special educational needs and disabilities to
experience sport in a way they deserve to.
Providing specialist coach delivery, teacher/coach
training in alternative sports provision, access to
specialist equipment and opportunities to come
together and take part / compete in an accessible way.
With Panathlon Challenge, we delivered an alternative
sports day for Raynes Park High School’s autism
unit. To create opportunities for everybody to be
competitive in an environment that suits them.

Facility Funding Projects
Funding for capital projects to improve facilities
for vulnerable and disadvantaged young people.
At Chailey Heritage Foundation School we helped to fund
a play area, allowing better access for play and education.
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Financial support
for
young people in sp
ecial
schools and hosp
ices
Average age: 18

£120
per person

Mentoring Programmes
We provide Mentorship workshops - enhancing experiences
and education on areas in/around mental health, and also
Individual mentoring – one-to-one positive guidance and support.

114
34

17

one-to-one
mentor meetings
facilitated

mentorship
workshops
delivered

mentors engaged
(6 paid, 11 voluntary)

Effective m
entor
provision w
ill
increase im
pact and
engagemen
t by

19%
Bennelong Foundation UK

n UK for not
Thank you to Bennelong Foundatio
grammes, but
only funding a number of our pro
company
for 5 of their employees at parent
act as
BennBridge for coming forward to
mentors.

“The support I’ve been getting throughout my course has been
excellent. When I’m stuck through work I get the help needed to
put me back on track and I’ve had a more personal relationship
with my mentor which I think is great and what I needed”.
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Going the extra mile
#FeedingYourSpark
We delivered 6,048 meals to
358 students and their families
during the Christmas holidays
who would normally receive free
school meals during term time.
Thank you to La Piccola Deli for
donating the delicious food.

#MonthlyGreatness campaign

Wimbledon Tickets

As part of a #MonthlyGreatness
campaign with TCL where we
supplied 9 tablets to donate to
deserving young basketballers to
enable them to study on the move
and stay connected.

Thanks to the Wimbledon
Foundation, we were able to
provide 16 tickets on Court
3 to attend the
Championships
on the inaugural
middle Sunday.

A Performance Plus Sport programme
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Looking Ahead
Our charitable activity wouldn’t be possible without the generosity
of our donors and funders. This fundraising effort is determined by
how much impact we make and how effectively we can communicate
this. Our Strategy 2022-25 takes all of these highlighted factors into
consideration, and we have clear goals and KPIs for each area.
In addition, in the coming year we are aiming to grow by
at least the rate of inflation to ensure we can continue
to deliver our current programmes, and where possible
increase this to satisfy the increased demand for services
across health, sport and education.

Read our St
rategy
Report 202
2-2025

Click here

“We are extremely grateful
to have your support.
Together, it provides
relief for parents and
opportunity for young
people. Especially when
having to face some of
the day to day financial
difficulties that could deny
children from believing in
their dreams and goals.
Your support has gone
beyond funding with the
mentors and experiences
that have helped our young
people gain confidence”.
Lamar Roberts, Founder and CEO of Right Development Foundation
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How you can help
One Life, Many Opportunities
Supporting the transformation of the lives of vulnerable and
disadvantaged young people

Follow our
campaigns!
signed
Our campaigns are de
our
to raise awareness of
ciety,
so
in
ps
ga
e
work and th
c
bli
pu
e
and we hope th
.
respond to our appeals

Make a
donation

Fundraise
for us!

Make a difference to the
lives of young people today.
And select Gift Aid to allow
your donation to go 25%
further

Put yourself forward to
help the young people we
support! We welcome and
support ideas to raise funds
for our valuable work.

@TimHenmanFDN

Corporate and charity
partnerships
We look to partner with corporate organisations as
part of their CSR, and other charitable organisations.
These partnerships include joint fundraising efforts and
collaborations to further our charitable objectives.

Legacy
Giving

e long-term
Help to secure th
dation and
future of the foun
we support
the young people
in your will.
by leaving a Gift
to work
Please contact us
you.

ess with
through the proc

info@henmanfoundation.org

www.henmanfoundation.org

Thank you
Registered Charity Number 1161964

Donate now!

